
 
 

THE KRYON TEACHINGS 
Channeled by Mario Liani 

 
The Kryon Group is the name that Mario Liani uses to describe the loving energy of Kryon. 

This energy is not a single entity, but a higher consciousness group of angelic realms 
that operates without individuality and with absolute synchronicity. 

Kryon is channeled in several languages by different spokespersons around the world. 
Mario Liani is a channel for Kryon in the Spanish language. 

 
HUMANS: YOU ARE THE MAGNETIC SERVICE!  

Channeled live on April 12, 2007  
(Buenos Aires, Argentina) 

 
 

It is appropriate to mention that the following text is not an exact and literal 
transcription of the live channeling; the spoken word possesses an energetic quality 

that cannot be captured with the written Word.  In virtue of this, Mario Liani has 
channeled Kryon once more in order to make the necessary adjustments so that the 

text is coherent and the message can be processed by the reader who was not present 
at the live event. 

 
KRYONS VOICE… 
 
Oh, How delightful! How much gratitude, how much love there is around all of you 
here and Now. 
 
You cannot imagine how much love we needed in order to be here now… It’s not like 
we needed to open a window, for the window is always open. How wonderful it is to 
pull the veil aside… to see us “descend” and place ourselves among you, Now.   
 
Oh! How much joy there is here and there! But, what exactly is here and there? Here 
and There are the same: this side of the Veil or the other side of the Veil… What is a 
veil? A veil is transparent. The veil is but a metaphor. This is a veil that has been 
named only as a metaphoric reference. Let’s use it as a metaphor and understand that 
the family doesn’t need to be apart. You and we are One and you know it. There is no 
further need to repeat it, right? 
 
We are Kryon and we have come to serve humanity 
 
For those who still don’t know, we tell them that we are a Group, but we are also 
Essence… Therefore, we are going to make ourselves comfortable and use the term “I 
am.”  That’s why we tell you: 
 

“I am Kryon and I am in service to humanity” 
 



You have no idea how much joy there is at this present moment here, amid all of you, 
because all those entities that have strategically placed themselves around you are 
your Family. Some are your ancestors and others –incredible as it may seem – are 
your descendants.  All are here now, because now is Now. There is no past, no present 
and no future. For us, the concept of time is nonexistent. My dear ones, you still 
cannot fully comprehend this concept now, but you will certainly understand it later. 
 
Allow yourselves to understand that your “before” essences and your “after” essences 
coexist Here and Now. We find ourselves together now in this Family reunion that has 
taken place because you requested it, you co-created it.  
 
ANGELS:  YOU ARE THE MAGNETIC SERVICE 
 
As our spokesman previously told you, “you are Kryon.” Kryon is not an entity; Kryon 
is the energy of the Family, your Spiritual Family. 
 
Angels! You and we are all Angels. What a beautiful word! Maybe we don’t know how 
to define it, but for you and us, Angel is synonymous with purity, spirituality, and 
love… And that’s what is all about, dears: this is a gathering of Love. 
 
You are here because you heard the call: the call of the heart. You have come here 
ready to open up your hearts. Therefore, you have done part of the job and have 
opened your hearts; that opening has allowed all of us to be Here and Now in total and 
complete harmony. 
 
There is no difference between you and us. We simply coexist with you in essence. 
When it’s time to say goodbye, it will be a metaphoric farewell for, in actuality, we 
would have never left… Between us, farewells will always be symbolic… for there is no 
such thing as a farewell… you are never alone for we are always with you. 
 
My dear ones, do you know why we didn’t say that we are from the Magnetic Service? 
(Kryon smiles) – This is not to contradict our spokesman since he is of the idea that 
the slogan “Magnetic Service” represents the energetic brand of our spokesman 
residing in the big country on the north. Beyond this, what we want to communicate 
now is that you are the Magnetic Service! We only help with the adjustments. 
 
My dear ones, it is through your magnetism that the Earth breathes, that the Earth 
lives… You are the magnetic cells of this Planet, of this Body that breathes. You are the 
ones who actually perform a Magnetic Service. We are simply the “technicians” who 
help to make adjustment to this service. At the same time, you are the creators of the 
Grid, because you created the Grid with your magnetism, which is alive, because you 
are magnetic. Where does your magnetism dwell? It is in your DNA, in your cells. 
Where does it come from? This magnetism is immortal. It’s a genetic vibration, is a 
code that travels with you from expression to expression and it is here now with you 
because “it is” your magnetic resonance and it’s set in your pattern and personal 
imprint. 
 
What if we tell you that the same magnetic resonance, that same imprint is 
simultaneously found elsewhere, in other dimensions, in other spheres? No matter 
where, the key is: “simultaneously.” 
 
 
 



THE SIMULTANEOUSNESS OF BEING 
 
You – here and now- are a part of that which represents you. There are many “I’s” 
who belong to you in simultaneous spaces, living different experiences. You are but 
part of “one” of those experiences. And when you have transcended this experience, 
you will be able to reunify part of your magnetism, part of your current experiences 
with those simultaneous experiences and you will be thus helping that big body you 
call God to breathe and to continue to live through the experiences imprinted in your 
cells and your DNA. 
 
All that travels with you, all that “is” you. That is why you can sense aspects of 
yourselves that are not necessarily present in your now, for, in fact, they reside in 
another reality. What you feel or perceive are the shadows, the reflection of those 
other “I’s.” 
 
Could you integrate those memories or experiences while you are here? In some cases 
yes, but not completely. It would not be altogether good for you to be able to access 
those other “I’s.” However, if some of you could actually perceive the reflection of 
other “I’s,” we would strongly recommend that you use the experience, that you 
exploit it – so to speak – for your own evolutional spiritual growth, because that which 
you are here and now, is also what you “are” in other simultaneous spaces and what 
you “will be” tomorrow. 
 
When you understand that the reality you are creating here contributes to create 
realities in other spaces, you will be gaining access to those other entities, to those 
other parts of yourselves, and will be helping to integrate the experience as a whole.  
When you become conscious that whatever you do today is the seed of today and of 
tomorrow… but also of the past of those other entities, you will have come to 
understand that: time does not exist and that everything is taking place 
simultaneously. 
 
We are here together now because “all” of your fragments decided to unify this 
experience. At this moment, those fragments are moving forward with gigantic steps 
to the next evolutionary level. At this moment, the healing that takes place here is also 
taking place in other levels. Healing takes place in your physical body, but it also takes 
place in other levels of your multidimensional bodies. Therefore, be conscious that 
what you do day by day is in accord with the experiences of your other 
multidimensional beings, as well as the healing and evolution, and, ultimately, the 
unification of All there Is. 
 
What is the purpose of your being here and now? It’s the unification at a higher level, 
at a level where all the experiences of all those bodies, all those minds, and all those 
spirits —present in different places— integrate, reunite and become one, in an 
omnipresent way. 
 
YOU ARE KRYON 
 
Do not forget that you are spiritual or angelical creatures dressed in human’s clothing. 
 
As our spokesman said before, be conscious that you are something beyond the mere 
appearances. You are unique! The angel inhabiting within looks like you, it’s true, but 
he is wonderful, luminous and full of love, a love that you cannot, as humans, perceive 
in its totality.  



Close your eyes and concentrate on your heart, you can feel the love coming from the 
higher realms of your Being.  Take note:  we said “higher realms of your Being.” In 
fact, we are not speaking of “higher realms of beings superior to you.” There is nobody 
superior to no one.  Your present being simultaneously coexists in those higher realms. 
Therefore, you are part of that Being, as much as we are part of Him. 
 
Dear ones, our experience is similar to yours. We – who now call ourselves Kryon – 
also have a spiritual experience, we assume an identity and together with you, we play 
the same game of Life, taking on our role and assuming our rightful place at this time. 
Our role is to give you encouragement, support, and to make you see that mastery is 
not outsider of yourself, but within. We only wish to comfort you and give you 
unconditional support. We only want to give, asking only in return that you allow us to 
be here, now, with you. 
 
Do you know why we are here? Because your heart screamed for it! Oh, if only you 
knew how many entities are here at this moment. If only you knew how they caress 
you, how they shower you with their tears of happiness and longing, how they hold 
you in their arms, how they softly rock you, playfully messing up your hair… If only 
you knew how many children are here now… They are who you were once, what you 
are and what you will become! 
 
We are all here now – we, together with you and all of your aspects – simply because 
today we wish to caress your soul; we want to give you the solace of knowing that you 
are never alone. Never! And whenever you feel sad or lonely because you are not 
understood by the people around you – or perhaps because things didn’t turn out the 
way you expected – just remember what we have told you: you are not alone and you 
can talk to us, we are always listening. 
 
My dear ones, what the spokesman said it’s true: You are Kryon. Kryon lives inside of 
you, but not as an isolated entity. Kryon is a concept related to a “soul concert.” Spirit 
“is” a soul concert and the music playing at this concert is the music of the spheres, 
composed and executed especially for you. 
 
Open up your heart and through it perceive this great concert! Your heart will be able 
to discern that which is true or not, that which is right for you or what you should 
reject.  Your heart – which knows everything – can validate this and other experiences. 
 
THE FIRST OF MANY STEPS IS A LEAP INTO THE VOID 
 
Do you know something? We feel very joyful because what is happening today is the 
first of many steps. We needed for our spokesman to take this first step. It was not 
delayed.  It was right on time. Now is the moment. 
 
Nothing is ever out of place in life. Nothing is ever out sync with the planning. All of 
this was previously planned. It was planned by the entity at a higher level, but what 
you perceive is only what your duality allows you to see. He was worried and afraid 
about the idea of channeling before an audience since –as he said it himself – he felt 
like he was going to take a real “leap into the void.” 
 
Do you know something? This is one of today’s lessons. There is no such a thing as a 
void; the solutions appear as you move forward. In the end, he understood that he 
had to take the leap without knowing whether or not there would be a safety net. 
Furthermore, he “had to believe” that the net was there… In fact, he placed the net 



there himself with his intention! When he walked towards the cliff, he did it with the 
firm conviction that the net was there to make his flight safe. 
 
Why do we say this to you? Because this is not only about our spokesman; it is also 
about you, humans. 
 
Go and co-create the net you need to leap into the void. Firmly believe that you can 
really build the necessary bridge to cross the void. Believe in it: it’s all in your power 
and your intention. 
 
Whenever you align your intention, we co-create together with you. That is the co-
creation we have spoken of so much: it is simply the tuning of your wishes with our 
manipulations. In order for this to happen, there needs to be a wish or an intention, 
you decide what that will be. We cannot interfere or help if you do not plan or wish for 
something. Your desire is an order to Spirit, but you must dream it, you must imagine 
it, you must long for it… 
 
Walk confidently towards the cliff because there will be a bridge or a safety net. 
Believe in this lesson, take it as a piece of advice that we have given you before and 
that we wish to repeat again today, because we know that there are people here who 
are afraid. Fear is human, dears, it is inherent to your nature. Without fear you would 
not be humans and you would not have to go through all the tests you face daily. 
 
THE FEAR OF OPENING DOORS 
 
Fear is the main ingredient of spiritual growth and your evolutionary process. You grow 
by learning to face your fear. Therefore, we advice that you to use your fear, face it, 
talk to it and negotiate with it… if you believe you cannot do anything, act: oppose that 
fear and beat it in its own territory! 
 
There is a saying: “pave your way.” If you don’t take the first step, nothing will 
happen. Don’t wait for things to arrive by themselves. Nothing will ever get to you if 
you don’t take the first step. Do you know what that first step is all about? It is about 
placing a key in one of the many doors around you. You have no idea how many doors 
are waiting to be opened! Your life’s development is about opening doors: your 
experience will be in accord with the door you open.  
 
But what you cannot do is to stop in the middle of the hallway, looking at the Doors 
without making the decision to open one. “Kryon, I’m scared of making decisions. 
Which door shall I open? What if I open the wrong one?” There is not such thing as the 
wrong door, beloved. All the doors have your name on them. Do you know what else? 
When you open a door, as you turn the knob on that door, it will cause all the other 
doors to open, the doors of other beings that, like you, are just waiting to hear the 
sound of the creaking door to go in.  
 
When your hinges squeak, others will automatically feel encouraged to open their 
doors. Therefore, grasp the knob firmly and cross the threshold. Do not be afraid! 
What could happen? Nothing different from what has already happened! Aren’t you 
happy with the one you opened?  Close it and open another one! How many doors are 
there?  As many as you want to open! Each one of those doors will lead you to the 
experience you need to have in that moment of your lives.  Don’t be afraid! 
 



We want to let you know that the co-creation agenda is based upon those simple 
steps: make a decision, set it into motion and do what has to be done. The rest will 
start to manifest through what you do and with the help of our little adjustments. Ah, 
did you think that we did not make any adjustments? Of course we always adjust your 
creations! Observe what we said: “adjustment,” but we do not interfere. We perform 
little adjustments so that the synchronicities of the events unfold relatively smoothly, 
without blockages. The other thing we wish to underline is that – whenever you open a 
door – you should not despair if you don’t get immediate results. Opening a door does 
not imply having it all at the foot of the door. Opening a door means taking the first 
step and moving forward. 
 
Whatever you wish for it to happen, the events you are setting off… will happen in due 
time. Be patient, because the necessary adjustments depend on a certain number of 
synchronicities that not only involve you but also other people that have opened doors 
connected to yours. What a muddle of doors, isn’t it? What a labyrinth! But this is a 
perfectly organised labyrinth even though you cannot perceive it simply because you 
still do not have the complete view that we have. 
 
THE LABYRINTH OF SYNCHRONICITY 
 
Everything is connected! You are here now because everything is connected. You had 
to be here! What happens with the person next to you, the one to your right or the one 
to your left? Have you asked them why they are here? Have you asked their name? 
Have you introduced yourselves? Have you discovered some kind of synchronicity?  
Why don’t you do it before you leave this room? Maybe you are meeting again with 
someone very dear to you and you don’t know it yet… a loved one in this life? Probably 
not, but surely in another expression, another moment, some other instant… Look in 
the eyes of that person beside you. Look at her or him and see if your heart says 
anything… Is there something? Feel it. Do you actually believe that the only purpose of 
your being here is to listen to Kryon? No! There are many things that will unfold from 
now on. Maybe it will have to do with the person sitting next to you. Maybe it will have 
to do with what happens when you leave this place. Maybe it will have to do with your 
attitude when you get home tonight. Maybe it will have to do with that conversation 
you are waiting to have with that someone… and all this process taking place now will 
make you evaluate your position and make you feel that something is changing in your 
Now. Don’t be afraid to show it, to express it, to postpone it or to just do it. Follow 
your intention; follow your heart, because, in the end, everything is based upon what 
your heart feels. 
 
We feel the joy, not only coming from you, but also coming from our entities who are 
celebrating, because the major step our spokesman took today is just one of the many 
steps… Remember – as you would say – “Rome was not built in one day.” Although 
today’s energy is such, which is, by the way, unique because it belongs to this now, 
other moments will come; other family meetings with other messages, other 
experiences and all will be channeled to bring you consolation, joy, peace and love.  
 
I can feel the joy in your heart! You came here with high expectations: you wanted to 
feel, perceive, to meet us… Here we are! Feel us, beyond the voice, beyond the person 
channelling our message… Beyond all of that there is an energy you cannot see. Feel 
it, enjoy it, treasure it, and take it home. What would you wish for yourselves? 
Healing? A resolution to a conflict? A new job? Is there a new project you cannot get 
started? Is your loved one leaving you? Do you want a new love? Were there losses in 
your lives? 



Think about all that. Think that you want to be healed. Think that you want to be 
happy. Think that this marvellous energy the Spirit brought to you today will put your 
heart at ease, will shower you with love, will make you feel that none of the things I 
just mentioned are more important than the consolation of being home with the ones 
you love… we are a family! When you open your human eyes, maybe you don’t 
recognize the Family… but you do not need to recognize it with your human eyes. Feel 
it with your heart and know that here and now there is a Family meeting taking place, 
and our wish is that we all recognize each other and have a wonderful time. 
 
Oh, Yes! There is much joy and happiness for this is our first public message through 
our spokesman.  Have you noticed where this message is taking place? It’s taking 
place here in your country (Argentina), in your capital city (Buenos Aires). Please 
notice the fact that our spokesman lives in another country (Venezuela). His home, his 
roots, his main occupation is in another place. And you have seen it… He leaped into 
the void, here in your city, only before you, in front of those who had to be here. Is 
this important? Think, what does this mean to you? We do not want to qualify it 
because we know you will have a lot to process after you leave this room tonight. 
 
Tonight, you have seen, you have felt, we have given you messages coming from the 
Other Side of the Veil… but as we said at the beginning, which is the Other Side of the 
Veil? Is it this or that one? Is there some side of the Veil somewhere? Is there a veil? 
Maybe there is not such thing as a veil… 
 
Dears, try to understand that in order to be able to express ourselves, we do it with 
metaphors. Metaphors are a “gentle” way of telling you something in a way you can 
understand. Is there a veil or there isn’t? You there and we here? Or you here and we 
there? No! All here and all there! We are all in the same place: your physical essences 
are Here and your spiritual essences are There, the Here and Now are fused into one. 
 
We are Here all together and we are also There all together. Do you know why we are 
There? Because at this moment, your spiritual essences are also having a Family 
meeting. What we are doing here and now with the Kryon Group we are also doing it 
at other levels, where your essences are processing these emotions that are part 
words, part energy and part feelings. 
 
Allow yourselves to get carried away by these ideas, these Concepts. Remember 
everything, absolutely everything we have conveyed today… but do not process it with 
your mind. Remember it at a cellular level and at an emotional level. Do process the 
feeling of now, of having been here, of having felt and received. With that memory, go 
back to your homes and work places with the reassurance that we will never give you 
up. 
 
We are Kryon. We are a large Group of entities. You and we are the entities that shape 
the Kryon Group. You are Kryon! We simply provide a voice for your spiritual 
yearnings. 
 
We lovingly bless you but we do not say goodbye because we remain here, in the 
interdimensionality. 
 
My beloved, go in peace. 
 
Kryon 
Channel by Mario Liani 
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